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Abstract
This study consisted of research conducted at The Science
Museum of Minnesota (SMM) and The Georgia Southern Museum
(GSM).
Research at SMM consisted of exploratory research
involving an unobtrusive observation of interpretive theatre
programs performed at that museum and the effect of
interpretive theatre on museum visitors.
Particular
attention was paid to the influence of theatre on children
as the sample population for continued research at GSM was
children ages 8-12.
Subjects for this study were
selected at random from the entirety of the sample
population visiting the museum during the times of
observation.
Data recorded at SMM was compiled, analyzed
and incorporated into a more specific research design at
GSM.
The GSM study consisted of a control group
pretest-posttest design combined with unobtrusive study.
The collected data was analyzed using a student's t-test
and other descriptive statistics.
Research centered around
two null hypotheses:
1) Children who view theatre
interpretation experience no difference in post-visit
attitudes or retention of information from children who
experience docented interpretation.
2) Use of theatre has
no effect on visitor movement through an exhibit area of
interaction with an exhibit.
Hypothesis #1 was
operationalized into more specific claims which were tested
utilizing a student's t-test.
Results of the test were
mixed with a subhypotheses which concerned cognitive
learning being accepted and other attitudinal subhypotheses
being accepted at the .05 level of significance.
Hypothesis
#2 was rejected based on data gathered at SMM which showed
interpretive theatre having a significant effect on visitor
movement and time spent with an exhibit.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Introduction to the problem
Museums depend upon interpretation to create an
understanding of their exhibits by the visiting public.
Such interpretation can be accomplished in a number of ways.
Interpretive methods most often used are exhibit labels and
verbal
docent.

interpretation, which is usually provided by a museum
As they seek to convey exhibit information in

greater depth to visitors, museums are utilizing new
interpretive methods.

One such method is live theatre.

Theatre in the museum setting apparently evolved as an
elaboration of lecture and demonstration

(Grinell,

1979).

Theatre as an interpretive method provides a lively
immediacy for exhibits viewed by museum visitors.

Museum

professionals who promote theatre as an interpretive method
point to its ability to communicate with audiences and add a
"human dimension"

(Grinell,

1979,

p.

3).

Theatre has the

ability to relate human conflict and give a social
perspective to artifacts and concepts which normally would
be lacking such interpretation.
A great deal of research is currently being conducted
1
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regarding human behavior in the museum setting.

As is

discussed in the chapter of this thesis which deals with a
review of the literature,

museum professionals are

concerned with the problem of conveying information to an
audience which is under no obligation to listen.
motivation,

inherent in the informal learning setting,

the key to learning in the museum.
begin to serve as teaching units,
and hold an audience.
exhibit,

Intrinsic
is

Before exhibits can even
they must first attract

Once a visitor interacts with an

then information must be presented on a cognitive

level which the visitor can understand and in a manner to
which the visitor will attend.

The exhibit designer must

also consider the same learning theory,
reinforcement,

such as need for

and the uses of multi-sensory teaching which

is dealt with informal learning settings.
This thesis deals with children,
population,

a special museum

and relates theory and research relevant to

children and museums to an innovative interpretive
technique,

theatre.

Very little research has been conducted

regarding the utilization of theatre in the museum.

Even

less has been learned about the use of this method as an
interpreter of science oriented exhibits.

Research in this

thesis seeks to incorporate prior studies regarding children
and museums,

and furnish data which concerns the use of

theatre as a technique for interpreting science exhibits,
well as museum exhibits in general.

as
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Statement of the problem
What effect,

if any,

does theatrical interpretation

have upon visitors to a museum exhibit?

Hypotheses
1. Children who view theatre interpretation experience no
difference in post-visit attitudes or retention of
information from children who experience docented
interpretation

2. Use of theatre has no effect on visitor movement
through an exhibit area or interaction with an exhibit.

Delimitations of the Study
1. This study was delimited to the Georgia Southern Museum
and the Science Museum of Minnesota.

Research for this

project was conducted at each of these facilities.
2. This study was delimited to children ages 8-12 who
visited the Science Museum of Minnesota during the
period of study there or whose school class
participated in the study conducted at the Georgia
Southern Museum.

Conceptual Definitions of Terms

Interpretation - "An educational activity which aims to
reveal meanings and relationships through the use of
original objects,

and by illustrative media,

rather

than simply to communicate factual information"
(Tilden,

1977, p.

9).

Interpretation may be

accomplished visually,

orally or may incorporate any of

the individual's senses which will allow him to better
relate to the object or environment being presented.
2-

Docents - Educators who explain and describe museum
exhibits for the visiting public.

In this study,

docents at the Science Museum of Minnesota are
volunteer and docents at the Georgia Southern Museum
are college students employed by the museum.
3. Theatre Presentations -

"Formal,

structured,

presentations of exhibit-related concepts,

scheduled

processes,

or issues presented by one or more professional actors.
Visitors may be involved in the presentation as
volunteer participants or through question-and-answer.
Again,

here the presenter

of visitor attention"

(and the story)

(Bridal,

1987,

p.

is the focus

14).

4. Exhibit Interaction - An exhibit which allows direct
sensory experiences is considered interactive.
interpretive technique,

As an

interaction promotes the

sensory participation of visitors.

"The objective of

interactive exhibits is to arouse curiosity and help

5

visitors answer questions themselves,

rather than

passively learning answers via labeling"
(Pitman-Gelles,

1981,

p.

35).

5. MicroScapes - Sponsored by the Association of
Science - Technology Centers,

this exhibit displays

highly magnified photographs as a means of explaining
high technology utilized in telephone communication
systems and presents these photographs with a dual role
of artwork.
6. Intrinsic Motivation -

"An internal source of

motivation such as curiosity or the desire to learn;
motivation associated with activities that are their
own reward"

(Woolfolk,

7. Extrinsic Motivation -

1987,

p.

583).

"Motivation created by external

events or rewards outside the learning situation
itself"

(Woolfolk,

1987,

8. Approach Tendency toward an object,

p.

581).

"An action that indicates a moving

activity,

or situation.

It is a

behavior that indicates an appreciation of the subject
of the approach.

There are three ways in which you

could demonstrate an approach tendency.
physically toward the target,

You could move

you could speak favorably

about the target,

or you could think favorably about the

about the object"

(Mager,

1984,

p.

17).

9. Avoidance Tendency - An action or behavior that
indicates a moving away from an object,
situation.

activity,

or

6

10. Multi-Sensory Experience - An experience which employs
two or more of the human senses.
tactility,

kinesthesia,

These senses include

smell, vision,

and audition.

11. Static Exhibit - An exhibit which requires a visitor to
maintain a passive role.

Interaction is normally

restricted to visual and/or auditory senses.
12. Dynamic Exhibit - An exhibit which encourages
multi-sensory interaction by visitors.

Goals
The goals of the study,
statistics gathered,
hypotheses,

using both the summary

and inferences drawn from the

were as follows:

1. To identify retention and assimilation of information
conveyed in a museum exhibit when theatre and
non-theatre interpretation is used.
2. To identify how audience interaction with an exhibit is
affected by theatrical interpretation within the
exhibit area.
3. To gauge how a museum visitor's appreciation of the
museum's exhibits is influenced by the use of theatre
as an interpretive method.
Type of Research
The initial research for this project was performed at
The Science Museum of Minnesota

(SMM)

due to this museum's

leadership in the field of theatre interpretation.

At SMM,

7

this researcher conducted a field study which was
exploratory in nature with the goal of developing a survey
instrument for use in continued study at the Georgia
Southern Museum (GSM).

Exploratory research is designed not

so much to provide answers to formal questions or
hypotheses,

but rather to investigate a topic in order to

establish methodologies to be used in continued research and
to explore and gain new perspectives related to a topic
(Adams & Schvaneveldt,

1985).

Toward this end,

unobtrusive

measures of evaluation of visitors were utilized and the
collected data applied toward the completion of a test
instrument which was administered during later research at
GSM.
Research at the Georgia Southern Museum involved the
presentation of a theatre piece written expressly for one of
the traveling exhibits hosted by the museum.

Research

consisted of a field experiment dealing with the evaluation
of control and experimental groups comprised of school
students who had viewed the MicroScapes exhibit with
theatrical interpretation serving as the independent
variable.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

Recent studies have demonstrated that museums are
concerned about the learning and the behavior of visitors in
response to exhibits and programs.

Museums are also

concerned about the museum experience as it relates
specifically to children.
environment,

The informal learning

which is integral to the museum setting,

creates unique problems of teaching children which are not
as pronounced in the formal learning environment.

The fact

that the informal learning environment depends largely upon
the intrinsic motivation of the child demands that museums
design exhibits which can effectively teach a child who is
free to ignore the exhibit if he or she so desires.

The

translation of this learning theory into practical and
functional exhibits and accompanying interpretation is a
major interest of the museum profession.

8
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Children and Museums

Formal and informal education techniques each rely on
the conveyance of information to students and the students'
willingness and ability to assimilate this information.
While a classroom structure will utilize a grading system as
an extrinsic motivation for students to learn, museums knd
other informal education settings rely on a visitors'
intrinsic motivation to achieve this purpose
(Csikszentmihalyi,

1987).

The child who visits the museum

without the imposition of formal learning objectives is not
required to attend to the exhibits offered by the museum.
This visitor will seek out experiences which interest him
and a great deal of his learning will be influenced by
participation in this
Longino,

and Shafer,

"free choice" environment
1983,

p.

(Koran,

325).

Museums have long been utilized by teachers as resources
for reinforcing lessons with first hand experiences not
available in the classroom.

A demonstration of this is the

large percentage of museum visitors who visit museums each
year who are associated with formal school classes
1978).

(Kimche,

Just as other aspects of the museum experience have

been studied in order to understand their effect on
children,

so have field trips undergone similar study.

Research has shown that the tour method selected by a
class at a museum will influence attitudinal changes and
cognitive learning (Stronck,

1983).

To this end,

Stronck
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found that class tours conducted by the class teacher,
considered an unstructured tour,

resulted in the students

having a more positive attitude toward the museum than
structured tours,
tours,

however,

or tours led by a docent.

resulted in the children having greater

cognitive learning.
there exists

Data from that study suggests that

"an inverse relationship between improving

attitudes and achieving cognitive goals"
p.

289).

Structured

(Stronck,

1983,

Stronck concludes that the unigue setting of the

museum was the influencing variable in the study.
Falk, Martin,

and Balling

(1978),

conducted research

relating to the impact of the "novel" museum setting on
children visiting the museum.

In that study,

the novel

setting was found to have a strong impact on the child's
cognitive and affective processes during a field trip.

The

researchers contend that the exploratory behavior of
children in the novel museum environment should not be
treated as a negative behavior,
understand and capitalize upon"
Due to the "free choice"
education,

but as "something to
(p.

133).

intrinsic nature of informal

the first concern of a museum is to attract a

visitor to a certain area or exhibit.

The challenge to

museums is to promote cognitive learning in a setting in
which the visitor is free to choose what exhibits he will
see,

how much time he will spend seeing it,

interact with any particular exhibit.
convey information to the visitor,

and how he will

Before an exhibit can

the visitor must first

11
attend the exhibit.
Ault

(1987)

discovered that while young visitors to a

children's museum were indeed having fun,

in many cases they

were not understanding the concepts which the exhibits had
been intended to convey.

The lack of cognitive learning

which Stronck found to be missing in unstructured tours
appears evident in Ault's

"free choice" environment as well.

Ault's study found children having fun exploring a
"hands-on" museum environment,

yet not understanding the

principles behind the exhibit or even looking for scientific
explanation.
Free choice which is allowed visitors in the informal
setting has a bearing on the type of programs and exhibits
which can effectively induce cognitive learning.
audience's interest is not maintained,
on.

Likewise,

If the

they are free to move

if an exhibit entertains yet does not

accomplish the educational goals set for it by the museum,
then that exhibit is also lacking.
Essential to the design and implementation of programs
and exhibits in the museum is an understanding of how these
experiences will impact on the visiting public.

Learning

theory commonly applied to formal learning settings has
applications in the informal learning setting as well.
Recent research into the somatic differences present within
individuals promotes multi-sensory instruction of the sort
which museums are uniquely equipped to provide.
in Teaching for the Two-Sided Mind,

For example,

Linda VerLee Williams
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(1986)

finds a correlation between individual learning

tendencies and hemispheres of the brain favored by
individual students.

Williams contends that an emphasis

placed on left-hemisphere linear-analytical learning can
hinder the learning ability of students who favor
information which is presented to those students who favor
the visuo-spatial tendency of the right hemisphere.

The

multi-sensory instruction which Williams proposes has great
implications for museums.
Museums stress immediacy between exhibits and visitors
as well as first-hand contact with artifacts.
museums

incorporates a multi-sensory approach.

Learning at
Exhibits

which reach children on multi-sensory levels are today
considered a normal part of the museum experience.
In responding to the recent research in multi-sensory
learning,

Joel Bloom,

in a forward to Borun's report

"Measuring the Immeasurable: A Pilot Study of Museum
Effectiveness"

(1979), writes that

"In order to understand

and utilize the full educational potential of the museum, we
must include meaningful evaluation procedures in our
operating programs and engage in innovative research into
the mechanisms of museum learning"
is seconded by Kimche

(p.

i).

Bloom's proposal

(1978) who likewise calls for further

research and the development of models for measurement of
learning.
Application of research regarding the role of
multi-sensory learning is an integral part of the museum
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experience.

Studies have shown that visitor behavior within

an exhibit area is affected not only by the content of the
exhibit,
1983).

but by how the exhibit is structured

(Koran et al.

There exists a continuum of exhibit types which

correspond directly with expected visitor behavior.
exhibits,

on one end of the continuum,

Static

require visual and

possibly auditory senses and are generally responded to
passively.

On the other end of the continuum,

dynamic

exhibits allow for multi-sensory interaction and the
behavior of visitors is much more pronounced and active.
The effect of different types of exhibits on children has
been the cause for much research.

Studies have revealed

correlations between active participation with an exhibit
and information received from and remembered about that
exhibit

(Shettel,

1973).

Another principle of classroom education which can be
applied to the informal museum setting is the awareness and
utilization of approach and avoidance tendencies.

In

Developing an Attitude Toward Learning, Robert Mager

(1984)

states that a goal of classroom instruction should be "to
increase the strength of approach tendencies toward the
subject and to minimize the strength of avoidance tendencies
toward the subject;
object of

it is to cause the subject to become the

"moving towards" behaviors rather than of

away from" behaviors"

(p.15).

In the museum setting,

approach tendencies are inclusive of what Shettel
refers to as

"moving

(1973)

"attracting power" and "holding power."

The

14

ability of an exhibit to teach is directly related to that
exhibit's ability to attract a visitor and to hold the
visitor long enough to convey information.
Aside from the physical aspects of Mager's approach
tendency is its relation to cognitive learning.
explains

Mager

"The likelihood of students putting their knowledge

to use is influenced by their attitudes for or against the
subject.
avoided"

Things disliked have a way of being forgotten or
(p.11).

Museums might utilize Mager's theory by

understanding that before a visitor can initiate cognitive
learning in the "free choice"

informal setting,

one must

first demonstrate an approach tendency toward the conveyer
of information.

Theatre and Museums

Relatively little has been written about the role of
theatre in the museum setting.

An extensive computer search

conducted by this researcher located no published works
directly addressing this topic.
addressed,

however,

The subject has been

by a yearly workshop conducted by The

Science Museum of Minnesota and in 1979 by a conference
sponsored by the Association of Science-Technology Centers
(ASTC).

The latter meeting involved representatives from a

number of major museums in this country convening to discuss
the role of performance as an interpretive technique.
the topics discussed was the use of the theatre as an

Among
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interpretive method

(Grinell,

1979).

The ASTC conference revealed that between the years of
1977-1979,

seventeen ASTC member museums performed plays in

their respective facilities.

Although it was found that

theatre takes various forms among different museums,

it was

agreed that theatre programs could be used to teach science
and could be used as a means of
general audiences.

"humanizing" science for

Further explanation of the role of

theatre in the museum setting was found within the
literature developed by the Science Museum of Minnesota,

"a

pioneer in the use of theatre for museum education"
(Grinell,

1979).

According to the written philosophy of the theatre
program at The Science Museum of Minnesota,
enables

"museum theatre

its audiences to better understand the relationship

between inventors and their inventions,

scientists and their

science,

artisans and their artifacts....Any object,

person,

culture,

or process can be treated dramatically and thereby

increase its educational potential for the museum visitor"
(Bridal,

1987,

p.12).

theatre program,

In addition to the philosophy of the

there exists a set of goals and objectives

for that program based on the overall educational goals of
the museum.

These goals,

reported by Bridal,

are as

follows:
1.

It

(theatre)

aids the public in seeing that science is

relevant to them.

16

2. It demystifies science and breaks through prejudice
directed towards scientific study.
3. It provides an atmosphere in which visitors can easily
pursue informal learning.
4. It provides up-to-date,

accurate scientific

information.
5. It presents science as a social process.
6. It makes our museum (SMM)

The definition of the term

come alive.

"theatre presentation"

is

currently loose and dependent on a certain museum's usage of
the technique.

Also common to many museums and outdoor

sites are historical reenactments and costumed docents.
this study,

For

the term theatre presentation was used as it is

defined in Chapter I of this thesis.

Review of Theatre Evaluations

The few evaluations of theatre interpretation which
were located during this researcher's literature review were
varied in scope and focus.

The most extensive evaluation of

this nature which was found was a 1982 study conducted at
the Virginia Parlor exhibit of the National Museum of
American History by Mary Ellen Munley
evaluation,

(1982).

In this

Munley sought answers to questions of concern to

the museum staff regarding the use of live interpretation in
this exhibit hall.

The project attempted to find evidence

17

of the theatre pieces'
the museum.

effect,

if any,

on the visitors to

Utilizing methods of data collection which

included observation, visitor interviews, questionnaires,
and staff interviews, Munley and her staff evaluated the
performances over a three month period.
In her written report of the impact of the
Buyin'

Freedom dramatic presentation, Munley characterizes

live interpretation as being "an enormously successful
method for getting visitors involved in the museum
experience."
Buyin'

Another important finding of the

Freedom study was that the theatre piece successfully

motivated the audience members.

This motivation was

exemplified by test scores which showed that these visitors
not only reported having a stronger emotional experience
within the museum than did the control group,

but were also

better able to connect the historical concepts presented in
the museum to life in America today.

At the same time,

the

control group had a much better memory of objects presented
in the Virginia Parlor exhibit than did the group who viewed
the theatre piece.
As museums seek more effective ways of reaching
visitors,

research involving the reaction of visitors to

different types of exhibits and interpretation is of obvious
importance.

With so many variables regarding exhibit types,

forms of interpretation,

and demographics of the visitor,

museums have responded by conducting specialized research
which probe specific questions.

The question of the effect
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of theatre as an interpretive method on children in the
museum setting formed the grounds for the research detailed
in the following chapter.

CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Selection of Subjects
The selection of a sample population to serve as the
subjects for this study was a decision made early in the
development of this project.

Primary consideration was

given to the selection of subjects who were able to test the
hypotheses stated for this thesis.

Also a consideration

was the availability of subjects for participation.
Selection of a sample group comprised of children ages 8-12,
grades 3-5, met each of these criteria.
The Georgia Southern Museum (GSM)
field trips for classes grades K-12.

serves as host to
However,

the majority

of school visitation is from classes grades 3-6.

Likewise,

many of the museum studies reviewed by this researcher,
as those conducted by Borun
Falk et al.

(1978)

therefore,

Stronck (1983),

deal with examination of museum visitors

of this age and grade level.
was,

(1977),

such

Availability of test subjects

not considered a problem for the study.

Selection of an appropriate age and grade level for the test
participants was based on the previous museum studies

19
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already mentioned and on the learning theory,

especially the

stages of cognitive development devised by Piaget.
According to Piagetian theory,

a child will pass through

several distinct learning phases en route to adulthood.

The

concrete-operational stage is the third of the four stages
of cognitive development.

A child in this stage of

development is generally between 7-11 years of age which
roughly corresponds with grade levels 3-6.

This child is

important to museums due to cognitive learning already
achieved in school combined with the ability of museums to
provide concrete first-hand experiences to reinforce and
clarify abstract concepts.

Interpretive theatre can

conceivably cater to the needs of the concrete-operational
child by providing familiar examples which help explain
complex ideas.

It was the intent of this research to

analyze the behavior,

cognitive learning,

and attitudinal

change associated with the use of theatre as an interpretive
technique.

Science Museum of Minnesota

The Science Museum of Minnesota

(SMM)

is a pioneer in

the use of theatre as an interpretive technique.
1971,

Since

this museum has utilized theatre as a means of

explaining and enhancing exhibits which cover a wide range
of topic areas.

The theatre program at SMM is fully
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integrated into the museum's interpretive department and is
employed as part of a spectrum of available interpretive
programs.
actors,

The theatre program makes use of five full-time

a program director,

and an assistant director.

Script writing duties are the responsibility of contracted
playwrights whose work is overseen by the program director
and the appropriate museum curator.
Interpretive theatre has the ability to actively involve
an audience.

Theatre performances,

in the non-museum

context,

are generally considered to be a one-way medium,

that is,

the actors perform to an audience which passively

receives.

The storyline of this performance does not depend

on audience interaction and apart from audience
acknowledgement of the show,

(applause,

laughter,

audience interaction, verbal or physical,
considered a hindrance to the performance.

etc.),

is generally
Interpretive

theatre may be considered participatory theatre because it
often needs audience activity and inclusion in order to
succeed.
Audience interaction with an interpretive theatre piece
is accomplished in a number of ways.

The wide variety of

productions staged at SMM allowed this researcher to observe
many different interpretive pieces,

each with some means of

relating to an audience.

Occasionally,

as in

Bring My Sweet Pea To Me,

audience members must join forces

on stage with a character in order to solve a dilemma.
Other pieces,

such as Sands of Time,

require audience
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response to character queries and the participation of
volunteers to join forces with paleontologists in search of
dinosaur bones.

Praying With Your Feet,

invites all

audience members to celebrate folk dancing with the actors
on stage.

The theatre piece which was the primary focus of

the study at SMM,

Akh,

included the soliciting of volunteers

to help demonstrate the process of mummification and
scripted,

as well as spontaneous,

interplay between audience

and actress.
Stages for interpretive theatre presentations at SMM
are,

generally,

not stages such as those used in

conventional theatre.
would be

"spaces."

A more proper term for these stages

Theatre spaces at SMM are numerous and

often depend on the location of the exhibit which is
receiving interpretation.

Some interpretive theatre pieces

are performed in a science auditorium.
observation of this researcher, however,

It was the
that these pieces

did not relate directly to any one exhibit,
sought to expand on a general concept.

but rather

Theatre spaces at

SMM tend to be located in an open area and if the theatre is
interpreting a specific exhibit,

it is normally held

adjacent to or within that exhibit area.

Special

consideration is given to staging these pieces to ensure
that immediacy with the audience is established and
maintained.
The decision of which exhibits to interpret with which
plays is made by the theatre director and the museum's
interpretation department far in advance of the actual
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performance.

The visiting public is made aware of

performance times and locations by means of program sheets
which are distributed upon admission to the museum and by
program boards which are found in the exhibit halls.

Research Goals at SMM
The decision to initiate at SMM a field study of the
use of theatre as an interpretive method was made based on
this museum's experience in utilizing the technique.
Research goals for the thesis study were divided between the
work to be done at SMM and GSM.

This division was conducted

in order to better utilize the resources found at each
institution.

The goals of research for SMM and the

rationale for their selection were as follows:

1.

To identify how audience interaction with an exhibit
is affected by theatrical interpretation within the
exhibit area.

This objective related to interaction as

measured by physical contact with the exhibit,
of time spent within the exhibit,
the exhibit,
area.

length

audience flow through

and visitor behavior within the exhibit

The Science Museum of Minnesota offered a larger

sample of eligible participants than did GSM.
SMM performs a number of theatre pieces,
number of exhibits.

Also,

interpreting a

GSM theatre interpretation was

restricted to a limited number of performances and
related to only one exhibit.

2.

A second objective for study at SMM was to locate a
theatre piece which would be used in further study at
GSM as an interpretive piece for WAVES or MicroScapes■
This researcher was aware of the large number of
scripts that had been developed for SMM and were
currently held by that museum.

The plays are of

professional quality and field tested at SMM.

Method of Study
Work at SMM involved a field study which was explorato
in nature.

The study had as its goal the development of a

survey instrument for use in continued study at the Georgia
Southern Museum.

Toward this end,

unobtrusive measures of

evaluation of visitors were utilized and collected data
applied toward the completion of a questionnaire which was
used in further study at the Georgia Southern Museum.
This study used nonstructured field observation
methodology as it is described by Gerald Adams and Jay
Schvaneveldt in Understanding Research Methods
this type of study,

employed

In

the researcher does not interfere with

the participant's actions,
environment.

(1985).

nor does he tamper with the

Unobtrusive observation techniques are

in order to prevent reactive behaviors resulting

from the participant's awareness of the observer.
Nonstructured field observation requires the notation of
participant's behavior as it occurs and is observed.
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Nonstructured field observation,

also called

"naturalistic

observation," had been utilized with success in prior museum
behavioral studies.

This requires the development of a

formal rating or measurement scale with which to gauge the
behaviors.

The task of developing such a scale and finding

an unobtrusive location from which to conduct observations
were two initial concerns of this researcher's work at SMM.
The selection of a station from which to conduct
observation for this study depended on three criteria.
First,

the observation point had to be hidden or at least

obscured from the common view of the museum visitors.
Secondly,

the selected vantage point had to

allow the

researcher full observation of the exhibit area.

Finally,

the theatre piece which is observed should be performed
often enough to allow for a number of observations.

The

site which met each of these qualifications was a boardwalk
located in the SMM1s Anthropology Hall overlooking two stage
areas.

One stage area,

the plaza stage, was the performance

site for a number of different plays at least one of which
was at this stage daily.

The second stage was located in

the exhibit area for the Egyptian exhibit.
was performed a series of plays,

On this stage

similar in theme,

each

performance depicting an aspect of the mummy's spirit.
these four monologues,

one particular piece,

Of

Akh, was

performed often enough to allow for multiple viewings and
observations of the audience response.

Also,

performances

of Akh were often scheduled during morning hours when school
groups visited the museum,
were in attendance.

and during weekends when families
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Development of the Instrument of Measure
The study at SMM,

being an exploratory field study,

was designed as an investigation of the observed impact of
theatre.

Inferences drawn from this study were then used in

the design of more specific testing measures for use in the
continued study at GSM.

Research at SMM was primarily

directed toward the determination of observable visitor
behavior within an exhibit area with theatre interpretation
acting as the independent variable.
For the purpose of fulfilling the two stated objectives
for study at SMM,

an instrument was developed for the

precise recording of observed audience behavior within the
exhibit area.

The first week of observation was dedicated

to selecting objectives for study.

These objectives were

based on the goals established by the objectives for the
study and the observations of visitor behavior in the
exhibit area.

The behaviors were recorded for the period of

one week at which time measuring units were adopted for ease
in noting behavior characteristics which were deemed
relevant to the study.
duration,

The characteristics of freguency and

explained by Adams and Schvaneveldt

(1985)

are the

most common measures used in the application of a formal
rating form which is utilized in field observation.
same time,

At the

variables inherent to the exhibit area were

recognized and allowances made for them in the development
of a measuring instrument.
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The Collection of the Data
The data was collected over a three week period in March
and April,

1988.

Following the frequency of performances

observed by Munley

(1982)

approximately one-third of the

performances of Akh during the evaluation period were
observed.

Due to the fluctuation in the demographics of the

museum visitation,

noted by Sondra Quinn (1981)

be true during the period of this study,

and found to

observation times

for Akh were limited to weekday morning hours and weekend
morning and afternoons.

This limitation imposed on the

observation times for Akh allowed for the undertaking of
other aspects of the study,

such as interviews with teachers

and staff as well as the observation of other theatre
performances.
Participants were observed on a predetermined random
basis.

Randomization is a method of ensuring that every

member of a universe,

in this instance children ages 8-12,

has the same chance of being selected as any other member of
that universe.

In addition to the participants being

randomly selected,

the observation times were randomly

selected as well.

From a fixed pool of number combinations,

random observation times were arrived at prior to each work
day.

As was mentioned earlier in this chapter,

the

visitation patterns among children will vary depending on
time of day as well as the day itself.

In order to best

utilize the selected periods of observation,

a weighted scale

was devised which favored the selection of observation times
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that corresponded with heavy visitation by children.
Observation of children who did not see the theatre
piece was conducted as follows.
random process,

At the time selected by the

observation would begin.

A subject entering

the exhibit area was observed for duration of time spent in
the exhibit area and interaction with exhibit units was also
noted.

Also considered in this observation was any

companionship that the child had while in the exhibit area.
During the week of initial observation of the Egyptian
exhibit,

it was noticeable that the amount of time that a

child would spend in the exhibit area was affected by
his/her companionship,
adult.
ceased.

particularly if that companion was an

When the child exited the exhibit area,

observation

Every observation period lasted for one hour.

The

selection of specific performances of Akh which would be
observed was a randomized process as well.
the heavy visitation periods as a guideline,

Again utilizing
show times were

selected by a random process after being weighted to favor
shows which would be presented during times of high
visitation among the sample population.
The mummy exhibit was circled above by the boardwalk
from which the Akh theatre piece was observed.

Unobtrusive

recordings of children's comments and questions were
initiated by using the boardwalk immediately above the mummy
exhibit as a listening post.

By comparing the questions

asked by children when theatre interpretation was in use to
the questions asked by children who had not viewed the
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theatre piece,

differences in the children's understanding

and enthusiasm for the exhibit could be detected.

An

extension of this method was the subsequent interviewing of
the actress who portrayed Akh and the docent who was
assigned interpretation of the exhibit.

Since the docent

interprets the exhibit during periods when theatre is not in
use and Akh answers questions immediately after her
performance,

it was possible to compare the difference in

the children's questions.

Experimental Group Observation
The experimental group entered the exhibit area shortly
after a performance of Akh began.

Two problems arose which

affected the the observation of this group.

First,

during

the performances a number of people arrived and left the
stage area.

The key to this portion of the study was

whether or not children would,
minute theatre presentation,

after having viewed a 15-20

respond to the exhibit in the

same manner as the control group.

Not being able to

accurately track the many children at each performance made
this precept difficult to verify.

Secondly,

after a theatre piece was presented,

immediately

the audience was

invited by the actress to view the exhibit and encouraged to
ask questions.

Although the number of visitors who

approached the exhibit after a performance was relatively
small,

the grouping of these people who all approached the

exhibit from approximately the same direction made it
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difficult to discern pairings as was accomplished relatively
easily for the control group.
Another problem in determining the duration of
attendance to a theatre piece were the restrictions on
visitor attendance which are a part of the nature of
interpretive theatre.

Unlike exhibits which allow the

visitor to dictate the duration of attendance,

attendance to

a theatre piece is not entirely under the control of an
audience member.
at all times.

Theatre is not equitable to all visitors

That is,

a visitor who arrives at a theatre

piece midway through the performance is not privileged to
see the portion of the show which he missed,
observed by another visitor.

but which was

Measuring duration of

attendance to a theatre piece is,

therefore,

not only a

measurement of the amount of time that a visitor desired to
spend attending to the performance,

but also the amount of

time that he was able to attend the performance based on the
duration of the performance.

Observation of Attendance
During various predetermined times over the period of
the study at SMM, visitor attendance counts were taken of
the Anthropology Hall as well as of the Egyptian Exhibit.
Counts were taken both during periods when theatre was in
use in the exhibit hall and when theatre was not in
progress.

The purpose of this count was to understand the

normal popularity of an exhibit which offered theatre
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interpretation at intermittent times during the day.

The

Anthropology Hall, which contains the Egyptian exhibit,
houses a number of exhibits which represent a variety of
cultures.

At the rear corner of this hall is located the

Egyptian exhibit.
In order to determine a visitor's normal attendance to
the Egyptian exhibit once he had entered the Anthropology
Hall,

a limited study of visitor movement through the hall

was conducted.

This study involved unobtrusive observation

of a member of the sample population,

children ages 8-12,

through the Anthropology Hall from the time that they first
entered the hall until they left the hall.

Summary of Study at SMM
At the end of the four-week period,

this researcher had

some insight to the intentions and effects of theatre in the
museum setting.

Research at SMM had provided the basis for

a more intensive and systematic testing of the hypotheses.
Continued research was then conducted at the Georgia
Southern Museum.

Georgia Southern Museum

A decision about which museum exhibit to interpret with
theatre was the first determination needed in the
development of a script for the interpretive theatre piece.
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Due to the familiarity of the test subjects with the
permanent exhibit at The Georgia Southern Museum
of the two temporary exhibits,

waves.

one

each new to the museum,

served as the display interpreted by theatre.
WAVES,

(GSM),

One exhibit,

was a hands-on exhibit dealing with light and sound
The other exhibit, MicroScapes, was primarily a

pictorial exhibit dealing with the photography of high
technology and offering limited opportunity for hands-on
interaction.

The decision of which of these exhibits to use

was made on the following criteria.
1. Many of the interactive components in WAVES required
explanation for visiting schoolchildren.

This study was

designed to allow participants to experience the exhibit
with little necessary interjection from teachers or museum
personnel.

The demands of the WAVES exhibit did not

correlate with the needs of the study.
2. Unlike WAVES which featured demonstration of light and
sound waves,

a topic dealt with in school science texts,

the

information presented in MicroScapes was new to most of the
participants.

The uniqueness of this exhibit to the

majority of the students reduced the chance of the child
having already developed an avoidance tendency toward the
subject based on prior experience with the topic.
3.

MicroScapes was primarily a static exhibit and

behaviors which are unusually dynamic were more readily
observed here than in WAVES which was designed to promote
activity.
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Based on these considerations,

MicroScapes was selected

as the exhibit to be interpreted by theatre presentation.
Finding no theatre piece at SMM which matched closely with
MicroScapes'

unique topic,

an original work was initiated

for the purpose of this study.

Casting the play was

accomplished by the volunteering of several actors from the
Georgia Southern College Theatre Department.

The play was

rehearsed for two weeks before premiering for one trial
performance which preceded the first show for a test group.

Writing of the Script
Writing MicroPlay required careful research of the
exhibit's scientific content as well as an attempt to grasp
the objective of the exhibit as it related to viewing by the
general public.

Useful in this endeavor was a publicity

package sent to GSM in advance of the arrival of the
MicroScapes exhibit.

This package included a number of

magazine articles dealing with the exhibit and the
scientific processes presented by the exhibit.

This

material provided focus for the script and allowed for a
greater understanding of from what approach theatrical
interpretation for the exhibit should be initiated.

Objectives of the Script
The script for MicroPlay,

the interpretive theatre

piece for MicroScapes, was based on four objectives which
were arrived at prior to the initiation of the script.
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These objectives consisted of goals for the conveyance of
information and attitude to the attending audience.
Incorporating the information conveyed by the MicroScapes
exhibit itself, MicroPlay was intended as an interpretive
piece for that exhibit.

The objectives for MicroPlay were

as follows:
1 •

To introduce the process of photographing small things
to make them appear large and to show how the resultant
pictures can be viewed from both scientific and
artistic points of view.

2. To inform the audience of how scientists use this type
of photography in their work.
3. To instill in the audience an appreciation of the role
of scientists in the creation of high technology.
4. To "humanize" the science involved in the MicroScapes
exhibit and depict the scientist as a real person with
identifiable emotions and thought processes.

Development of MicroPlay
Very little published research was found regarding an
established approach for the writing of an interpretive
theatre script.

Tessa Bridal,

Director of the theatre

program at The Science Museum of Minnesota, was a useful
source of information as was her staff of actors and other
department members.

Their advice and guidance gave this

researcher some direction to follow in the composing of a
script.

The one published examination of scripting for
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children's presentations in museums that was found in a
review of literature came in the form of an article which
concerned storytelling as an interpretive technique.
Although storytelling and theatre differ in the their
manner of presentation,
similar.

the interpretive goals of each are

In the article,

"Constructing a Cultural Context

through Museum Storytelling", Margeret DiBlasio

(1985)

offers some principles of museum storytelling.

Each of

these principles had a direct correlation within the
MicroPlay script.

1.

An effective museum story balances entertainment and
factual soundness.

The story must be entertaining and

the facts presented must be accurate.
writing of MicroPlay,

During the

a script which espoused each of

these characteristics was developed.

The factual

information was obtained from magazine critiques of
the exhibit as well as from publicity which was
forwarded by AT&T,

the exhibit sponsor.

Positive

behavioral feedback from audiences while they viewed a
production of MicroPlay was the primary means of
assessing the entertainment value of the play.

Written

evaluations of the play from the experimental test
group confirmed the observations that the play was well
liked.
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2. An effective museum story is compact.
of characters should be avoided.

Elaborate casts

"The common response

of children to wandering epics is probably wandering
attention"

(DiBlasio,

1985,

p.136).

Hein

(1986)

reports similar observation of the restlessness of
children after a 10-15 minute attendance to a theatre
presentation (p.4).

The attention span of children is

considered in the theatre presentations at SMM.
The presentations which were observed by this
researcher generally lasted no longer than 20-25
minutes.

MicroPlay was originally intended to run

between 15-20 minutes.

The duration of the completed

production was 15 minutes.

3. An effective museum story is concrete,
visual language.

employing highly

This principle addresses the need of

the concrete-operational child for easily understood
concrete examples of difficult topics.

Visualization

of the exhibit artifacts and their relevance to the
audience is a primary concern.
as MicroPlay,
of the actors,

A theatre piece,

such

was able to draw on the characterizations
appropriate props,

as well as the visual

language of the script to help explain a complex
scientific topic.

The Science Museum of Minnesota, which has developed
numerous plays for presentation in the museum setting,

has
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scripting guidelines as well.

In addition to the care in

accurately presenting information in the theatre piece,
presentation should also be strong dramatically,

should have

the information woven well into the plot of the play,
should be "good theatre"

(Bridal,

1988).

the

and it

Marilyn Seven,

a

playwright who has developed plays for SMM sums up the art
of writing plays for museums as "two-fifths of inspiration,
two-fifths of careful research,

a fifth of theatrical

know-how and a fifth of combined spit and glue
known as

"luck").

(otherwise

If this adds up to more than five-fifths,

you've done it correctly"

(Bridal,

1987,

p.43).

Methods of test design
For the purpose of the study conducted at the Georgia
Southern Museum,

two interpretive pieces were initiated.

The first was an interpretive talk by a museum educator with
the test group about the MicroScapes exhibit.
interpretive theatre piece
presentation.

An

served as the other interpretive

Information as it related to the knowledge

requirements for the pre and posttest was identical in
content for both presentations.

Each presentation was

designed to run approximately the same length and each
involved verbal interaction with the participants.
This study called for the interpretive piece to be
presented under controlled conditions in an area separate
from the exhibit.

The primary purpose for this control was

to keep the exhibit hidden from the participants until
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interpretive orientation had been provided.

Participants in

the study were restricted in their viewing time of the
exhibit by a set time limit which applied to both test
groups.

One of the measures established for the study

at GSM was the duration and frequency of attention to the
exhibit following exposure to an interpretive orientation.
Unequal viewing by one of the test groups prior to the
regulated viewing period would have corrupted the validity
of this measure by offsetting what needed to be an equal
chance by all participants to succeed at the objectives
dictated for the pre and posttest.

Goals of GSM Study
The goals for study at the Georgia Southern Museum
(GSM)
First,

consisted of the three original goals of this thesis.
to identify retention and assimilation of information

conveyed

in a museum exhibit when either theatre or

non-theatre interpretation is used.

To this end,

a pre and

posttest was designed and administered to a control and an
experimental group of schoolchildren.

Additionally,

in

order to find out about related learning which might have
occurred in the classroom after the museum visit,

teachers

were interviewed by this researcher following the posttest.
The second goal for study at GSM was the identification of
how audience interaction with an exhibit is affected by
theatrical interpretation of the exhibit.

This goal was

accomplished by the unobtrusive observation and videotaping
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of students within the exhibit area.

The third goal for the

study was to gauge how a museum visitor's appreciation of
the museum's exhibits is influenced by the use of theatre as
an interpretive method.

Testing of the control and

experimental groups included numerical rating scales which
gauged the participant's attitude toward the exhibit.
One notable difference between the study conducted at
The Science Museum of Minnesota

(SMM)

and the GSM study was

the amount of control imposed on the involved participants.
At SMM,

the naturalistic study required no change or

regulation of the free choice learning environment.
experiment,

A field

such as that conducted for this study at GSM,

required certain constraints placed on the participants in
order to accurately test the influence of the variable,
theatre interpretation.

The SMM study was dependent on the

identification of stimuli which occurred in a museum's
natural environment while the GSM study dealt with the
manipulation of those stimuli which related to theatre
interpretation in order to accurately gauge the responses of
the subjects.
Research conducted at the Georgia Southern Museum
included two primary means of evaluating the participants.
First,

it required usage of a pretest-posttest control group

design which would evaluate audience reaction to MicroPlay.
Secondly,

a technique of unobtrusive observation was

employed which consisted of videotaping as well as live
observation.

Each of these evaluation tools was based on
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the objectives which were previously indicated for the
interpretive theatre piece.

Instrumentation
In order to gauge the success of the achievement of
these goals,

a method of testing was necessary.

Utilizing a

test method called a nonrandomized control group
pretest-posttest design

(Leedy,

1985)

a test group and a

control group of similar orientation were first selected by
the researcher.

The test group was evaluated,

the experimental variable,

and reevaluated.

subjected to

The control

group did not undergo the experimental variable and was
merely evaluated at the beginning and the end of the
experiment.

Crucial to this testing process was the testing

instrument itself.
reliable,

If this instrument was not valid or

then the entire process would be corrupted.

Test Reliability and Validity
In establishing learning objectives for MicroPlay,

a

precedent was set for the use of additional objectives for
the pretest and posttest.

Test validity refers to the

extent to which a test permits a student to demonstrate an
ability to achieve a test objective
1975).

(Lindvall and Nitko,

Content validity for the pretest and posttest

utilized in this study was ensured by the assembling of
questions directly from the text of the interpretive
presentation.

Even though the control group and
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experimental group viewed different presentations,

each

presentation was scripted to include the same pertinent
information which was asked of students in the pretest and
posttest.

Another indication of test validity for this

study was the approval given the test by the teacher of each
test group during this researcher's post-visit interview
with these teachers.
Reliability refers to consistency of measure.

A

measure is generally considered reliable if the same thing
is measured twice and both measurements are the same.

For

the pretest and posttest conducted in the study at GSM,
reliability was confirmed by the correlation of test results
between the pre and posttest for the control and
experimental groups,

a comparison which indicated

consistency of test results.
The written pretest and posttest was designed from a
combination of goals specified in the learning objectives
for MicroPlay and curriculum appropriate to the grade levels
of the test groups.

Since the science curriculum for the

classes designated for testing did not introduce microscopes
until the third grade,

this portion of the study was

delimited to grades three and higher.

Format for the

written test was based on test and measurement texts such as
The Test Design Handbook,

(Cooperud,

oriented studies such as Munley

1979),

and by museum

(1982).

The pretest consisted of seven questions,

six of which

related the yet to be seen interpretive program and one
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question which was designed to measure the subject's
interest in science.

The posttest for the control group

consisted of an exact reissue of the pretest with the
addition of three questions.

The posttest for the test

group was the same as that of the control group except for
five additional questions which related to the interpretive
theatre piece.

Information as it related to the posttest

was presented only in the interpretive orientation to the
exhibit and not during the time which the group spent within
the exhibit area.
In addition to the written pretest and posttest,
unobtrusive observation was also utilized as a gauge of
participant response to the exhibit and the accompanying
interpretation.

A video camera was stationed in the exhibit

area and focused on a specific section of the MicroScapes
exhibit.

The units of the exhibit surveyed

video were the two hands-on microscopes,
foot tall display tower,
panels.

and recorded by

a freestanding six

and six of the MicroScapes photo

Exhibit interaction of both the experimental group

and the control group was videotaped with these tapes later
being evaluated for types of behaviors exhibited by the
subj ects.

Selection of the Subjects
Prior to the undertaking of the study at SMM,

teachers

of prospective test classes for the GSM study were sent a
letter of introduction to the study and background materials
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outlining the research.

The classes selected for this study

were delimited to a laboratory school on the Georgia
Southern College campus.

Prospective classes were delimited

in this manner for two reasons.
school

First,

the laboratory

is located adjacent to the museum.

While other

schools have to arrange transportation before they can visit
the museum,

the students at the lab school would not be

restricted in their participation by lack of transport.

The

second reason for selection of the laboratory school was the
mutual relationship which the museum, which is college
based,

has with the school which is also sponsored by the

college.

Teachers and administrators

at the lab school are

familiar with and supportive of the work conducted at the
museum.

Utilization of the lab school classes for this

study was easily accomplished due to this already
established relationship.

The third reason for working with

the laboratory school exclusively was to minimize variations
in the effect of novel field trip phenomenon among test
groups.

Classes from the lab school had often visited the

museum and were accustomed to both the environs and the staff
educators.
Written confirmation of participating classes was
solicited by this researcher upon return from the Science
Museum Minnesota.

At this time the study was further

delimited by the unexpected declination to participate by
two of the teachers whose classes were designated as test
groups.

Because of limitations in the availability of the
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actors during the morning hours,
school group visits),
test periods.

(also the busiest hours for

two time slots had to be allotted as

Attempts to locate replacement classes proved

to be futile due to the hectic schedule that classes were
facing

in the late school year combined with the

restrictions imposed on available hours for testing.
result of these considerations,

As a

the classes participating in

the study at GSM consisted of two fourth grade and two fifth
grade classes from the laboratory school.

Administration of the Tests
The pretest for both the control groups and the
experimental groups was submitted in a room adjacent to the
exhibit area.

The test was given when the group first

arrived at the museum after a brief introduction to the
morning's activities.

Each group was introduced to the

pretest in an identical manner by the researcher who also
submitted the test to both groups.

The test itself was

read aloud to the subjects and was paced so that each
student completed the question which had been read before
the test was continued.

Upon completing the test the groups

received their respective interpretive programs.
After the presentation of the respective
interpretation,

the test group was allowed to spend ten

minutes in a self-discovery tour of MicroScapes.
were allowed to answer questions,
lead students through the exhibit.

Teachers

but were instructed not to
Additionally,

a decent
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was available to answer questions.

The students were

allowed to walk through the exhibit area at their own
discretion and allowed to leave the exhibit area before the
ten minutes were over if they so desired.
minutes,

At the end of ten

the group was taken from the MicroScapes exhibit

area to view another section of the museum.
Posttesting was conducted in the respective classrooms
of the test group the day after the museum visit.

Schedule

conflicts resultant of student teachers in the classroom
prevented the researcher from issuing the posttest.
Instead,

teachers submitted the posttest to the class

following instructions provided by the researcher.

Post

visit interviews with the teachers indicated that
instructions for testing provided to the teachers had been
followed and that the test process was not corrupted by this
action.

Unobtrusive Observation
One of the objectives to be attained in the study at
GSM was to identify differences in behavior between the test
and the control groups.

Since the interpretive presentation

and the exhibit were in separate areas,

observation

techniques were devised for each location.
hall,

The lecture

which hosted the submission of the pretest and the

presentation of the interpretive technique was one area
observed and the exhibit area in the museum's Gallery was
the other.
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It was possible for this researcher to enter through a
rear door of the lecture hall and stand at the back of that
hall without being noticed by the students whose attention
was toward the front of the hall.

Also,

even if noticed,

the presence of a museum staff person at the rear of the
hall was not unusual and these students, who had been to the
museum many times before, would not have been distracted.
Observations in the lecture hall dealt primarily with noting
the test group's attention to the presentation and keeping
track of the pertinent information which needed to be
conveyed by the presenter.

A checklist was utilized to

ensure that the information which would be asked of the
participants on the posttest was presented to them during
the interpretive piece.
Unobtrusive observation of the exhibit area required a
different observation technique.

Because of the many

variables needing to be watched simultaneously,

a video

camera was fixed to record the student's interaction with a
variety of objects.

Behaviors later analyzed in reviewing

the videotapes included frequency of contact with exhibit
objects,

duration of contact,

with exhibit objects,

any prioritization of contact

and finally the duration which a

subject spent in the exhibit area.

A ten-minute time limit

which was not made known in advance to the participants, was
placed on each class's interaction with MicroScapes.
However,

students were not stopped from leaving the exhibit

area before that time.

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction
This chapter deals with the analysis of the data
gathered during the research process.
was completed,

Once data collection

the assembled information was categorized

according to the thesis goal to which it was related.
Information was categorized by its relation to cognitive
learning,

attitudinal change,

or exhibit behavior as

displayed by the test subject(s).

Data was next manipulated

by an appropriate statistical test in order to further
analyze the findings.
After consultation with Dr.

Steve Lang of the Georgia

Southern College School of Education,

a Student's t-test

was selected as the test instrument to be used to determine
the difference between the mean scores and to detect if a
significant difference existed.

Once the difference in the

pre and posttest scores was calculated,
arrived at.

a t-value was

The t-value was then compared to a critical

t-value by using a table of critical t-values.

Results of

this comparison were then used to determine if a significant
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difference existed between the pre and posttest scores.
Usage of the table first required determination of the
degrees of freedom to be used and the selection of a level
of significance.

"Degrees of freedom refer to the number of

measures that are free to vary and,
information"

therefore,

(Adams and Schvanveldt,

1985,

p.

that convey
366).

This

number was calculated by subtracting one from the sample
size.
Since

The

researcher chose the level of significance.

.05 is a standard level of significance,

that level

was selected by this researcher for use in calculating the
critical t-value and thereafter determining the significance
of the difference between the scores of the control and
experimental groups.

Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis analyzed for statistical
significance was:

Children who view theatre experience no

difference in post-visit attitudes or retention of
information from children who experience docented
information.

Hypothesis #1 was further operationalized into

four subhypotheses each of which explored an aspect of the
original hypothesis.
Hypothesis

1-A:

There is no significant difference between

the expected gain from pretest to posttest for the control
group and the expected gain from pretest to posttest for the
experimental group.
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Hypothesis

1-B:

There is no difference in enjoyment

of the MicroScapes exhibit between children who view the
interpretive theatre piece and children who view the
docented informationHypothesis

1-C:

There is no difference between the

self-perceived understanding of the MicroScapes exhibit of
the experimental group, which viewed the interpretive
theatre piece,

and the control group, which viewed the

docented information.
Hypothesis

1-D:

There is no difference in the attitudes

expressed by the experimental and control groups regarding
their belief that they would enjoy being a scientist.
The following tables present statistical data designed to
test the null hypotheses and either reject or support their
claims.
Due to an

evident difference between the experimental

group's pretest and posttest,

a decision was made to conduct

a related t-test of the pretest vs.

posttest scores for both

the control group and the experimental group to determine if
the difference in these scores were significant.
Table 1
Related t-test for Cognitive Data

GROUP N df sig t Ct Decision

Exp. 51 50 .05

3.4486

2.009

Sig diff

Con. 51 50 .05

.9245

2.009

No diff
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Table 1 presents pretest and posttest data for the
experimental and control groups after manipulation by the
related t-test.
in this table:

Hypothesis 1-A was tested by the data shown
There is no significant difference between

the expected gain from pretest to posttest for the control
group and the expected gain from pretest to posttest for the
experimental group.
To test hypothesis 1-A,

an analysis was made between

the pretest and posttest scores of both the experimental
group,

who viewed the theatre interpretation,

and the

control group, who viewed the docented information.

The 51

members of each group responded to identical questions in
this portion of the pre and posttest and a gain in knowledge
of the exhibit content was expected of both groups.

The

mean pretest score for the experimental group was 4.00 and
the posttest score for that group was 4.72.

The mean

pretest score for the control group was 4.52 and the
posttest score for that group was 4.62.

A related t-test

was used to calculate the difference between the pre and
posttest scores.

From this test an absolute t-value of

3.4486 was determined for the experimental group and an
absolute of

.9295 was determined for the control group.

Tested at the significance level of

.05 with 50 degrees

of freedom the critical t-value obtained was 2.009.

It was

concluded from the results of the related t-test that
hypothesis 1-A

could be rejected as the absolute t-value of
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the experimental group (3.4486) was greater than the
critical absolute t-value of 2.009 while the absolute
t-value for the control group (.9295) was found to be less
than the same critical t-value.

This related t-test

demonstrates a significant difference between the gain from
pretest to posttest for the control group and the gain
experienced by the experimental group.
To test hypothesis 1-B,

a comparison was made of

posttest scores of the three bipolar numerical scales
designed to gauge the attitudes of the subjects regarding
three different topics,
MicroScapes exhibit.

each of which related to the

Table 2 presents the results of such a

scale which was designed to gauge how much the subjects
enjoyed the MicroScapes exhibit.

Table 2
Enjoyment of the MicroScapes exhibit

Group N df sig t Ct Decision

exp/con

102 100

.05

1.4593

1.984

No diff

exp/con

102 100

.20

1.4593

1.229

Sig diff

Table 2 presents the between the post-visit rating of
the MicroScapes exhibit by the experimental and control
groups.

The data shown in this table was compiled to test
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the hypothesis 1-B:

There is no difference in enjoyment of

the MicroScapes exhibit between children who view the
interpretive theatre piece and children who view the
docented information.
In Table 2 an analysis was made between the
post-visit attitudes toward the MicroScapes exhibit of the
51 subjects in the experimental group and the 51 subjects in
the control group.

The subjects rated their level of

enjoyment on a numerical scale of 1-10 with 1 being the
level of least enjoyment and
enjoyment.

10 being the level of greatest

The calculated mean scores of these groups were

8.49 for the experimental group and 7.82 for the control
group.

An independent t-test was conducted at a

significance level of

.05 with 100 degrees of freedom.

resultant t-value was 1.4593.
obtained was 1.984.
rejected at the

and the critical t-value

The null hypothesis could not be

.05 level of significance as the t-value is

less than the critical t-value at the
significance.
significance,

The

.05 level of

However, when tested at the

.20 level of

the hypothesis could not be rejected.

.20 level of significance,
the critical t-value

At a

the t-value (1.4593) was greater than

(1.229).

The rejection of the

hypothesis at this level of significance may warrant further
study of the topic.
Hypothesis 1-C was tested using the results of a
numerical scale submitted on the posttest of both the
experimental and control groups.

This scale was designed to
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measure a subject's self-perceived understanding of the
MicroScapes exhibit.
Table 3
Self-rated Understanding of MicroScapes

Group N df sig t Ct Decision

exp/con

102

100 .05

.1221

1.984

No diff

Table 3 presents data relating to the control and
experimental group subject's self-perceived understanding of
the MicroScapes exhibit.

This Table was designed to test

hypothesis 1-C which stated:

There is no difference between

the self-perceived understanding of the MicroScapes exhibit
of the experimental group, which viewed the interpretive
theatre piece,
docented

and the control group, which viewed the

information.

In Table 3,

an analysis of the self-perceived

understanding of the MicroScapes exhibit was made of the 51
members of each of the test groups.

The subjects rated

their understanding using a polarized numerical scale of
1-10 with 1 being the level of no understanding and 10 being
the level of great understanding.

The resultant mean score

of the groups was 7.68 for the experimental group and 7.62
for the control group.
.1221.

Testing at a

degrees of freedom,

A t-test produced the t-value of

.05 level of significance and 100
the critical t-value obtained was

1.984.
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It was determined that the null hypothesis could not be
rejected since the t-value is less than the critical value.
Since t(.1221)

is less than Ct(1.984)

it was determined that

hypothesis 1-C which stated that there is no difference
between the the self-perceived understanding of the
MicroScapes exhibit of the experimental group, which viewed
the theatre piece,

and the control group, which viewed the

docented information.
Table 4 presents data relating to hypothesis 1-D which
stated that there is no difference in the attitudes
expressed by the experimental and control groups regarding
their belief that they would enjoy being a scientist.
An attitudinal scale was included in both the pretest and
posttest to be used as a gauge in measuring the influence of
the interpretive theatre piece.
theatre presentation was to

One of the goals of the

"humanize" science and present

scientists as personable "real" people.

The polarized

numerical scale sought to measure any significant difference
in the attitudes expressed by the experimental and control
groups.
Table 4
Subjects Would Enjoy Being a Scientist

Group

N

df

sig

absolute t

Ct

Decision

exp

51

50

.05

.205

2.009

No diff

con

51

50

.05

.306

2.009

No diff
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Table 4 tested for a difference in the attitudes
expressed by

the experimental and control groups regarding

their belief that they would enjoy being a scientist.
Subjects in the experimental and control groups rated
on a polarized numerical scale their belief as to how much
they would enjoy being a scientist.

The mean scores from

the pre and posttest indicated that in each instance the
control group rated higher than the experimental group.
However,

since this study is interested in interpretive

theatre as an instigator of change,

the mean scores of each

group's pre and posttest were compared and a difference was
observed which warranted a related t-test to compare the
statistical difference between each group's pre and
posttest.
Results from this related t-test,

as shown in Table 4

revealed that the experimental group had a pretest means
score was 5.961 and a posttest score of 6.020.

The control

scored 6.902 on the pretest and 6.980 on the posttest.
Neither the absolute t-value of the experimental group

(.205)

nor the absolute value of the control group (.306) was
significant at the

.05 level of significance.

The critical

t-value of 2.009 was greater than the absolute t-value of
both the experimental and the control group.
1-D,

therefore, was not rejected at the

Hypothesis

.05 level of

significance.
From the tests conducted on the operationalized
subhypotheses of hypothesis #1,

we can neither entirely

reject nor accept the hypotheses'

claims.
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Hypothesis 2
The second hypothesis analyzed for this thesis was:
Use of theatre interpretation has no effect on visitor
interaction with an exhibit or movement through an exhibit.
This hypothesis was tested by observation of audience
movement and behavior at both The Science Museum of
Minnesota

(SMM)

and The Georgia Southern Museum (GSM).

Data

from these studies was compiled and is presented in this
chapter as tables.

This portion of the data analysis

utilizes a statistical method known as descriptive
statistics.

Descriptive statistics are not dependent on

formal statistical tests,

but rather present unmanipulated

data which supports or refutes the claim made by a thesis.
Table 5 deals with Hypothesis #2 and presents data
compiled during exploratory research at SMM.

In that

museum's Anthropology Hall, where a majority of the study
was conducted,

an attempt was made to note the usual

distribution of visitors in the Hall and compare it to the
distribution when an unusual occurrence,
interpretive theatre),

(in this case,

took place in the Hall.

The results

of this observation are presented in the table below.
the

"GROUP" heading,

"Egypt w/"

Under

the following coding shall be used.

indicates observation of the Egypt exhibit when

the theatre presentation Akh was in progress.

"Hall w/"

refers to observation of the Anthropology Hall when Akh
was in progress in the Egypt exhibit area.

"Egypt w/o"

refers to observation of the Egypt exhibit when neither
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theatre nor demonstrations were being conducted in the
Anthropology Hall.

"Hall w/o" refers to observation of the

Anthropology Hall when neither theatre nor demonstrations
were being conducted in the Anthropology Hall.

Table 5
Dispersal of Visitors in SMM Anthropology Hall

GROUP

# observations

Total visitors

Avg. visitors

Egypt w/o

14

45C

86A

3C

6A

Hall w/o

14

12C

289A

9C

21A

Egypt w/

7

120C

126A

17C

18A

Hall w/

7

22C

56A

3C

8A

The hypothesis tested by Table 5 was:

There would be no

difference in the dispersal of visitors between the
Anthropology Hall and Egypt exhibit when the Akh theatre
presentation either was or was not in progress.
Akh was presented in an area adjacent to the Egypt
exhibit at intermittent times during the day.

Observation

counts during non-theatre periods were made at predetermined
randomly selected times.

Observation times which coincided

with theatre performances were selected at random from a
listing of Akh performances which were scheduled during
periods when school visitation was minimal.

Since school
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students often tour the hall

in large groups,

a distribution

more representative of individual interests was attempted byobserving the Anthropology Hall during peak periods of
family visits.

The percentage of adults-to-chiIdren

reflects that with family visitation came smaller groups
which contributed to a more even distribution within the
Hall.
Performance of interpretive theatre in the Anthropology
Hall resulted in a significant shift in the distribution of
visitors to the area where the theatre was being performed.
Counts were uniformly conducted three minutes after the
theatre piece began.

The three minute time interval allowed

time for the distribution shift to occur and be observed.
Since the museum does not regulate the flow of visitors into
its exhibit halls,

a natural occurrence was the continual

influx of visitors into the Anthropology Hall after the
theatre piece had begun,
had occurred.

and the initial distribution shift

Visitors who arrived in the exhibit hall

after the three minute interval still had the tendency to
move toward the Egypt exhibit area,
the crowd,

although the sight of

and not of the actress, may have been the initial

attracting force.
The distribution percentage which is presented in
Table 5 would fluctuate depending on the number of visitors
entering the hall and the amount of time reguired for a
visitor to investigate what the crowd of people were doing
in the rear corner of the exhibit hall.

People approaching
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the Egypt exhibit area after the theatre piece was in
progress were more likely to watch for a moment and move on
than were visitors who approached the performance during its
initial few minutes.

Still,

at the end of each of the seven

performances mentioned in Table 5,

the majority of visitors

in the Anthropology Hall were found in the Egypt exhibit
area.
Data presented in Table 5 demonstrates that during
periods when no special activities were taking place in the
exhibit hall,

an average of 3

(25%)

children in the hall

would be in the area of the Egypt exhibit.
(22.4%)
area.

An average of 6

adults in the hall would be in the Egypt exhibit
During periods when Akh was being performed,

average of 17

an

(85%) of the children in the Anthropology Hall

were observed as members of the audience for that theatre
piece.

An average of 18

(69.2%)

of the adults were observed

as audience members at the time of observation.
As a considerable difference was evident between
visitor attendance to the Egypt exhibit when interpretive
theatre is used as an independent variable and when it was
not,

the null hypothesis may be rejected.

Table 5

demonstrates a significant shift in visitor distribution in
the Anthropology Hall when interpretive theatre is utilized.
As the observed visitors included both children and adults,
and both of these populations experienced similar changes in
attendance,

the rejected null hypothesis may apply to both
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child and adults visitors.
Another facet of the study at SMM was observation of
the length of time which a visitor would spend in an exhibit
when

theatre was in use as well as when it was not a

factor.

Since the duration of the attendance to the Akh

theatre piece was dictated in part by the time of arrival of
the visitor,

visitors who were selected for observation in

this study of duration of attendance were all included in
the initial distribution shift described in Table 5.
the consolidation of space,
used in this table:

For

the following code words are

"Theatre" refers to observations which

occur during an Akh theatre presentation;

"Control w/docent"

indicates observations in which a visitor does not
experience the theatre presentation, but interacts with the
docent who interprets the Egypt exhibit;

"Control" refers to

visitors who did not view the theatre presentation and
visited the exhibit when a docent was not on duty.
Observation of a "Theatre" visitor began at the moment
the visitor first entered the immediate area of the Akh
performance and ended when the visitor left the Egypt
exhibit area.

A random number was used throughout the study

as the determining factor in selecting a member of the
sample audience to observe.

A visitor was first judged by

the researcher as appearing the correct age to qualify as a
member of the sample population,

children ages 8-12.

That

child was observed from the time of entering the exhibit
area until the time of departure from the exhibit area.

Due
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to the limited number of Akh performances,

a decision was

made for the simultaneous observation of two children during
periods when theatre was in use.

The second child was

selected in the same random fashion as the first.
"Control" and
selected,

The

"Control w/docent" groups were randomly

but limited to one child per observation.

Table 6
Duration of stay in Egypt exhibit area

# observations

Theatre
Control

7

# visitors

14

Avq.

Duration

18:05

61

61

1:27

Control w/docent 36

36

1:45

Data in Table 6 was compiled in order to test the
following hypothesis:

There will be no difference in the

amount of time spent by visitors to the Egypt exhibit who
either see or do not see the Akh interpretive theatre
presentation.
Table 6 illustrates the amount of time that a child of
the sample population would spend in the Egypt exhibit with
consideration to three variables.

The duration of the Akh

theatre piece is approximately nineteen minutes.

Test

subjects who viewed the theatre presentation usually arrived
at the exhibit area within two minutes after Akh spoke the
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first lines of the performance.

Of the fourteen children

observed in the

only four continued on to

"Theatre" group,

visit the Egypt exhibit proper following the theatre piece.
The four stayed there for an average of 32 seconds.

Test

subjects included in the other two groups spent the entirety
of their time in the Egypt exhibit area.

If the Akh theatre

piece is considered an extension of the Egypt exhibit,
for this study it is,

which

then the difference in duration to the

Egypt exhibit among the three groups is evident.
Table 6 presents data which demonstrates a considerable
difference in the duration of a visitor's attendance to the
Egypt exhibit when theatre is used as the independent
variable.

Based on the great variations among durations of

attendance as presented in Table 6,
be rejected.

the null hypothesis can

This decision is based on the observed

differences in amount of time spent in the Egypt exhibit
area by children comprising each of the three test groups.
Contributing to the rejection of the hypothesis was the
observation of children who viewed the majority of the Akh
performance.

Attendance duration to a theatre piece will

vary according to the moment when the visitor initially
attended the presentation compared to the finite length of
the presentation.

Displays of Attendance in GSM Study
Analysis of the videotaped interactions of test group
with the MicroScapes exhibit revealed differences in
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attendance displayed by the control and the experimental
groups.

Conducted in a controlled environment,

children who

either viewed an interpretive theatre piece or a docented
presentation were allowed to interact with the exhibit for a
predetermined period of time.

Study of these interactions

focused on the group's duration of interaction with the
exhibit and the objects which received attention.
Analysis of the interaction displayed by the subjects
reveals three main themes.

First,

subjects who viewed the

interpretive theatre piece prior to visiting the exhibit
were more likely to spend the entire period of time allotted
for viewing of the exhibit.

Second,

the experimental group

paid greater attention to the photopanels in the exhibit
than did the control group.

Finally,

the two groups

displayed similar priorities regarding interaction with the
exhibit except for the experimental group's attention to the
photo panels.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY,

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Introduction
Interpretation is an integral function of the museum.
Exhibits are dependent upon interpretation to provide
clarification and insight of the exhibit to museum visitors.
Visitors view museums not just as learning centers,

but also

as places to go for entertainment and social interaction
(Miles,

1987).

Museums offer a "free choice"

informal

environment in which visitors are allowed to utilize their
intrinsic motivation as a guide (Kimche,
exhibits,

then,

1978).

Museum

are designed not only to convey information,

but to attract and hold the visitor so that the information
may be imparted

(Shettel,

1973).

Museum professionals have conducted a great deal of
research to determine how human behavior is influenced by
the museum environment
1983;

et al.).

(Koran,

1984;

Borun.1977;

Stronck,

Such evaluation is necessary in order to
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confirm that an exhibit or program is achieving its stated
objectives.

Evaluation of this sort helps to point out the

strengths and weaknesses of an exhibit and provides guidance
as the museum develops exhibits which meet their goals.
Because the visitor is the primary concern of most museums,
providing a satisfying experience for members of the general
public is of obvious importance.
Children have been recognized as a special museum
population with unique behaviors and learning abilities
(Pitman-Gelles,

1981).

Museums devise exhibits and programs

which are designed to meet the desire of the intrinsically
motivated child to have fun and to be entertained.
museums,

as informal learning settings,

However,

also strive to

achieve educational goals through the child's interaction
with the exhibits

(Ault,

1987).

Evaluation is important in

determining the success of exhibits at attracting the
attention of children, holding their attentions,

and

successfully conveying information to them.
Theatre has been introduced to the museum setting as a
tool for use in the interpretive process

(Grinell,

1979).

Goals and objectives have been devised for interpretive
theatre which point out the utility of this technique for
helping to achieve the overall objectives of the museum.
this end,

To

theatre is able to dynamically present visitors

with the human application of artifacts and concepts
presented in a museum.

The methods employed by interpretive

theatre are especially useful in teaching children who need
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the familiar and concrete examples provided by interpretive
theatre in order to understand ideas which are abstract and
complicated

(Woolfolk,

1987).

Statement of Purpose
What is the effect of interpretive theatre on children
in the museum setting?

Overview of Research
Research for this study was divided between an
exploratory field study which was conducted at The Science
Museum of Minnesota

(SMM)

and a nonrandomized control group

pretest-posttest design study conducted at The Georgia
Southern Museum (GSM).

The purpose of the study at SMM was

to identify effects of interpretive theatre as they occur in
the field,
At GSM,

in this case the Anthropology Hall of the museum.

a trial theatre piece was initiated for the purpose

of testing the effects of interpretive theatre in a
controlled environment.
The primary consideration of the SMM study was
observation of visitor movement and exhibit interaction and
influenced by interpretive theatre.

Unlike research at SMM

which was conducted in an informal setting which is natural
to museums,

the study at GSM placed controls on the "free

choice" of the participants in order to allow for equal
conditions for the purpose of testing.

Study at GSM dealt

primarily with the influence of interpretive theatre on
cognitive learning and attitudinal formation.
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Selection of Subjects
Due to the exploratory nature of the research conducted
at SMM,

exact counts of the subjects who were observed were

not kept with the exception of the visitors who were
included in the study regarding the impact of interpretive
theatre in the Egypt exhibit within the Anthropology Hall.
Also,

observed were audience reactions to theatre

presentations held elsewhere in the museum.

The subjects

who were noted during observation of the Egypt exhibit were
selected on a predetermined random basis.
Research at The Georgia Southern Museum related to a
control and a test group which were selected to participate
in a study with the goal of determining the cognitive,
attitudinal,

and behavioral impact of interpretive theatre

on children.

The subjects selected were fourth and fifth

grade classes from the same school and with the same
previous orientation to the museum.

Ages of the

participants ranged from 9-12.

Conclusion

This thesis study centered around the testing of two
null hypotheses.

The first hypothesis, which was further

divided into four subhypotheses,

dealt with the influence of

interpretive theatre on the cognitive learning and
attitudinal formation of the museum visitor.

Research at

GSM dealt primarily with the testing of the first
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hypothesis.

A nonrandomized control group pretest-posttest

design study vas employed towards this end.
Research at GSM implemented a trial theatre piece which
served as the independent variable for the study.

Test

group members would view a museum exhibit with either the
interpretive theatre piece or a docents presentation as
orientation to the exhibit.

Pre and posttests were employed

as measures of change resultant of the museum visit.

Also

used to a lesser degree was unobtrusive observation of the
subjects during the interpretive presentation and during
their interaction with the exhibit.
Hypothesis #1, which was tested by research conducted
at GSM stated:

Children who view theatre experience no

difference in post-visit attitudes or retention of
information from children who experience docented
information.

This hypothesis was divided into four

subhypothesis each of which related to the whole of the
original hypothesis.
a pretest,

Testing of the subhypotheses utilized

which was administered to the subjects prior to

the interpretive presentation,

and a posttest, which was

administered to the subjects after their visit.

Data

compiled from test results was manipulated using a
Student's t-test in order to reveal further statistical
differences.
Hypothesis

1-A dealt with the cognitive portion of the

pre and posttest.

This hypothesis stated:

There is no

significant difference between the expected gain from
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pretest to posttest for the control group and the expected
gain from pretest to posttest for the experimental group.

A

comparison of the pre and posttest scores of the
experimental and the control group revealed that the
experimental group had a mean pretest score of 4.00 and a
posttest score of 4.72.

The control group had a pretest

score of 4.52 and a posttest score of 4.62.
t-test,

an absolute t-value of 3.4486 was determined for the

experimental group and an absolute t-value of
determined for the control group.
at the

Using a related

.9295 was

Both scores were tested

.05 level of significance with 50 degrees of freedom.

The critical value obtained was 2.009.

It was concluded

from the results of the test that Hypothesis

1-A could be

rejected as the absolute t-value for the experimental
group,

(3.4486) was greater than the critical t-value

(2.009) while the absolute t-value of the control group,
(.9295)

was not.

The t-test revealed that a significant

statistical difference existed and that further research on
this topic is warranted.
Hypothesis 1-B concerned the attitude of the test
group participants regarding the museum exhibit which was
interpreted either with theatre for the experimental group,
or by docent for the control group.

Hypothesis

1-B stated:

There is no difference in enjoyment of the MicroScapes
exhibit between children who view the interpretive theatre
piece and children who view the docented information.

This

hypothesis was tested by utilizing a polarized numerical
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scale on the posttest which allowed the participant to rate
on a scale of 1-10 a level of how much they enjoyed the
MicroScapes exhibit.

The results of these scores showed

that the experimental group had a mean score of 8.4901 and
the control group had a mean score of 7.8235.
independent t-test was conducted at a

An

.05 level of

significance with 100 degrees of freedom.

The resultant

t-value was 1.4593 and the critical value obtained was
1.984.
at a

Since the t-value was less than the critical value

.05 level of significance,

rejected.

However, when tested at the

significance,
t-value
at a

the hypothesis could not be
.20 level of

the t-value was higher than the critical

(1.229).

Since the null hypothesis can be rejected

.20 level of significance,

it would appear that this

topic may be worthy of further study.
Hypothesis 1-C concerned the test group participant
post-visit attitudes regarding how well they understood the
museum exhibit, MicroScapes, which was the subject of the
interpretive presentations.

Hypothesis 1-C stated:

There

is no difference between the self-perceived understanding of
the MicroScapes exhibit of the experimental group, which
viewed the interpretive theatre piece,
group,

and the control

which viewed the docented information.

A polarized

numerical scale was used to gauge the self-perceived level
of understanding for both the experimental and control group
participants.

Total group scores from the scale ratings

were tabulated and the resultant mean score for the
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experimental group was found to be 7.68 and the mean score
for the control group,
the t-value of

7.62.

An independent t-test produced

.1221 with a critical t-value of

significance level of

.05.

than the critical t-value,

1.984 at a

Because the t-value was less
the hypothesis could not be

rej ected.
Hypothesis 1-D,

dealt with a measurement of the

participant's attitude about being a scientist.

This

question was included on both pre and posttest and was
designed to gauge any difference in attitudes towards
science and scientists which may have resultant from viewing
of the respective interpretive piece.
stated:

Hypothesis 1-D

There is no difference in the attitudes expressed

by the experimental and control groups regarding their
belief that they would enjoy being a scientist.

Scores for

each group were tabulated with the mean pretest scores of
6.90 for the control group and 5.96 for the experimental
group.

Posttest mean scores were 6.98 for the control group

and 6.02 for the experimental group.

A related t-test

conducted on the mean scores revealed that the t-value of
the experimental group's pretest-posttest was

.205.

The

control group had a pretest-posttest related t-value of
.306.

The critical t-value,

obtained at a

.05 level of

significance with 50 degrees of freedom, was 2.009.

Since

neither the control nor the experimental group had a t-value
greater than the critical t-value,
not be rejected.

the null hypothesis could
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As a whole, Hypothesis #1 could be neither completely
accepted or rejected.

The operationalized subhypotheses

were mixed in their ability to reject or accept their
respective claims.

Hypothesis 1-A, which tested the

cognitive gain of the control and experimental group, was
rejected at the

.05 level of significance.

Hypothesis 1-B,

which measured the self-perceived understanding of
MicroScapes among the test groups, was accepted at the
level of significance.
significance,

However,

at a

.05

.20 level of

the null hypothesis was rejected as a

statistically significant difference existed at this level
of testing.

Further research seems to be warranted by the

rejection of the null hypothesis at this level.
Hypothesis 1-C, which measured the participant's
enjoyment of the MicroScapes exhibit, was accepted at the
.05 level of significance.

Hypothesis 1-D, which gauged the

participant's belief that they would enjoy being a
scientist, was likewise accepted at the .05 level of
significance.
study,

On the basis of research conducted for this

the latter two subhypotheses do not warrant further

consideration.
The second hypothesis considered in this thesis study
concerned the influence of interpretive theatre on the
movement of visitors with an exhibit and their interaction
with the exhibit.

The hypothesis stated:

Use of theatre

has no effect on visitor interaction with an exhibit or
movement through an exhibit.

Research relating to this
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hypothesis was conducted primarily in the form of a field
study at The Science Museum of Minnesota
At SMM,
hypothesis.

(SMM).

two main gauges were used to test the second
First, visitor movement in an exhibit hall was

observed both when interpretive theatre was and was not in
use.

Secondly, visitor interaction with an exhibit which is

regularly interpreted by theatre was observed during periods
when interpretive theatre was in use as well as when it was
not.

Data from these studies was compiled into tables for

ease in conducting a surface level comparative analysis.
Results from this study concluded that theatre not only
attracted visitors to an exhibit area, but that it also held
visitors to an exhibit area.

The interpretive theatre piece

Akh was the independent variable in each of these studies.
It was found that Akh could attract to the Egypt exhibit
area a significant percentage,(85% of the children,
the adults),

of visitors in the Anthropology exhibit hall to

a specific location.
children,

69.2% of

Once attracted to the theatre piece,

who were the observed population, would spend a

great deal more time in the Egypt exhibit area than was
observed during periods when theatre was not in use.
Children who observed the Akh presentation stayed in the
exhibit area for an average of 18:05.

Children who viewed

only the Egypt exhibit without the interpretive theatre
piece spent 1:27 investigating the exhibit and children who
visited the exhibit while a docent was present spent an
average of 1:45.

However,

it was also observed that only
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four of the fourteen children who were observed as audience
members for the Akh piece continued on to investigate the
Egypt exhibit proper.
Based on the data collected during the SMM study,
hypothesis two was rejected.

It was determined that

interpretive theatre does have an effect both on the
movement of visitors within an exhibit hall,

and the

duration which the visitors will spend within an exhibit
area.

Interpretive Theatre as a Museum Function
Research indicates that exhibits which possess dynamic
qualities such as sound, motion,

and visual diversity are

better able to attract and hold an audience's attention than
exhibits which lack these qualities
Koran's taxonomy of exhibit types

(Koran & Koran,

(1983) describes the

characteristics of dynamic exhibits.
described by Koran,
Furthermore,

require

1988).

Dynamic exhibits,

as

"process involvement."

"Active involvement is required in this context

rather than passive reception"

(p.

333).

As demonstrated

during the observation of interpretive theatre at SMM and
GSM,

this interpretive technique does actively involve an

aud ience.
If interpretive theatre can be considered an extension
of the exhibit,

then the dynamic characteristics of

interpretive theatre also become a part of the exhibit,
least for the duration of the presentation.

at

Theatre brings
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to exhibits dynamic qualities which are especially
noticeable when the interpreted exhibit is static.

One of

the values of interpretive theatre is its ability to
promote dynamic behaviors as demonstrated by audience
interaction during the interpretive piece.
Another value of theatrical interpretation is its
ability to induce an "approach response"
As described by Mager

(1984),

in museum visitors.

an approach response "is an

action that indicates a moving toward an object,
or situation"

(p.17).

Carried further,

activity,

an approach response

deals also with an individual's attitude toward said
stimulus.

Museums strive to create an informal learning

environment which produces approach responses in visitors.
The success of theatre at instigating approach responses,
least on the physical level

at

is demonstrated by the movement

of visitors at The Science Museum of Minnesota's
Anthropology Hall when theatre interpretation was in use on
the Hall.
Munley

(1982)

found that visitors strongly favored the

interpretive theatre piece over the traditional presentation
of the concerned exhibit.

This positive reaction to theatre

was demonstrated in the research for this thesis as well.
Students in the GSM study not only rated the MicroScapes
exhibit higher,

though not significantly higher, when they

had seen the interpretive theatre piece,

but the high

numerical rating which the participants awarded the
interpretive theatre piece

(9.69 mean of a possible 10)
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indicates that theatre is enjoyed by museum visitors.

Teacher Reaction to Interpretive Theatre
Relevant to the discussion of the educational potential
of interpretive theatre is the
technique.

response of teachers to this

At both The Science Museum of Minnesota

and The Georgia Southern Museum (GSM)

(SMM)

teachers interviewed

and surveyed were unanimous in their support of the
utilization of theatre as a means of interpretation.
SMM,

At

20 teachers were interviewed immediately after their

classes had seen a performance of Akh.

A survey of the

teachers who viewed MicroPlay at the Georgia Southern Museum
was conducted using a questionnaire.
Teacher reactions to interpretive theatre at both
locations was similar.

A summary of teacher reaction may be

found in a letter received from a school principal who had
viewed MicroPlay with some classes from her school.
principal comments,

The

"The student's and teachers found the

theatre piece highly entertaining and informative.

The

presentation made the MicroScapes exhibit more real to the
students.

It was a learning experience that they are not

likely to forget"

(Nesmith,

Note 1).

Recommendations for Further Study

The purpose of this study was to acquire an
understanding of the potential of interpretive theatre and
to test some of the effects which this technique has on
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children within the museum setting.

Lack of prior research

in this topic resulted in the design of a broad probing
study with the intent not only of resolving the stated
hypotheses,

but also of uncovering aspects of interpretive

theatre which warrant future study.

To this end,

the

rejection of the null hypotheses in this study at the level
of

.05 and

.01,

investigation.

respectively,

provides incentive for further

Based on the results of this investigation,

recommendations may be made as to related topics for
continued study.

1. A relationship has been established between the
attracting and holding potential of interpretive theatre
when it

is presented skillfully and professionally.

Research might be conducted regarding the relationship of
type of exhibit and the related effectiveness of an
interpretive theatre piece.

The dynamic nature of theatre

is easily distinguished against the passiveness of a static
exhibit as noted in this study.

However,

the potential of

interpretive theatre used with a dynamic exhibit was not
explored in this research.

Would the attracting and holding

power of this dynamic interpretive technique remain as
strong if paired with a dynamic exhibit?

2. Exploratory research for this study was conducted at
The Science Museum of Minnesota which presents interpretive
theatre presentations of professional quality.

The
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attraction of visitors to the area where theatre was
conducted was apparently not based this known quantity,
however,

as the performers movement,

sound,

and appearance

were all that could be observed from a distance, which is
where many of the audience members were attracted from.
can be assumed,

then,

It

that at least some of the audience

members were not aware of the actors ability or of the
subject matter prior to approaching the immediate area.
Research might be conducted relating to the correlation of
quality of performance and the content of subject matter of
the performance to holding ability of the interpretive
piece.

Also,

relevant for study is the degree to which the

quality of the performance and the performance subject
matter influences the audience member's behavior,
about the exhibit,

curiosity

satisfaction with the interpretive piece,

and the learning and attitudinal changes resultant of the
interpretive presentation.

3.

Future study relating to the effect of interpretive

theatre on cognitive learning and attitudinal formation,
would do well to operationalize how each of these traits may
be measured.

With so many known variables relating to the

learning process,

future research might find it advantageous

to narrow the focus regarding the aspect of learning which
is to be evaluated.

A well defined concept for study will

promote results which can be more effectively applied to
improving the ability of interpretive theatre to positively

influence cognitive learning and attitude formation among
museum visitors.
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